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1.Which master data elements are shared in suite-integrated realms? Note: there are 2 correct answers to 
this question 
A. Budget data 
B. commodity codes 
C. Accounting data 
D. users 
Answer: B,D 
 
2.For Sourcing (Supplier Evaluation), which of the following is the best practice adoption based on Annual 
Savings? Please choose the correct answer. 
A. Formal request for information, proposal, and quotation prices is in place to collect multiple supplier 
responses for both new and renegotiated buys 
B. Organization has access/subscription to on-line supplier network with enabled automated customer 
supplier matching for new suppliers' discovery and assessment 
C. Follow formal multi step sourcing process which includes spend analysis, strategy development and 
execution 
D. Organization negotiates and manages contract terms for vendor managed inventory. Automatic 
replenishment, earlypay/ volume discounts for commodities 
Answer: A 
 
3.which supplier master data is shared in a suite- integrated environment in SAP Ariba buying and 
invoicing? 
A. Supplier location 
B. system ID 
C. owner information 
D. Preferred ordering method 
Answer: B 
 
4.The Punchout process involves which of the following? Please choose the correct answer. 
A. Only b and c 
B. All of the above 
C. Buyer 
D. Ariba Network 
E. Supplier 
Answer: B 
 
5.whichconditions prevent users from submitting forms without entering values in the related fields? Note: 
there are 2 correct answers to this question 
A. Invalidate 
B. Show 
C. Require 
D. Disable 
Answer: A,D 
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